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Before Returning to the Office
We look forward to having you back in our newly renovated office space. The great harbour views are still
here, but the workspace has been completely redesigned, based on team member feedback, to take
advantage of the views and create an open and airy work and meeting space designed to improved
collaboration and interaction among the team.
Before you return, a few steps you must do to ensure the health and safety of all team members:
• Electronically complete and submit the Team Member Acknowledgement Form found at the end of
this Return to Work (RTW) safety plan document.
• Human Resources must receive your signed acknowledgement form in advance of your
return date, you will not be permitted into the office.
**As a regular practice, you should analyze your general health and be aware of any developing symptoms.
If you are unwell, do not come to the office and please continue to self-monitor.
**The health of Tourism Vancouver team members is critical. Providing a safe working environment is a
priority to ensure team members are confident about being back in the corporate work environment.
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Introduction
Welcome to Tourism Vancouver’s COVID-19 Safety Plan.
Tourism Vancouver is powered by people and this document outlines our workforce strategies and
procedures related to business operations recovery from COVID-19 as well as how we safely return to the
corporate office environment. This RTW is based on best practices and guidelines provided by WorkSafeBC
and other local, provincial and federal health authorities, and is intended to support Tourism Vancouver’s
safe and healthy return to the corporate offices.
Objectives of the Safety Plan
Our plan is intended to:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Inform team members and others about relevant policies, guidelines and procedures in response
to COVID-19 and returning to the offices at suite 210-200 Burrard Street while adhering to required
health and safely guidelines and protocols
Provide a safe and healthy workplace
Build and reinforce trust with team members and others entering the offices
Protect health and safety of team members and others entering the offices
Comply with regulations outlined by WorkSafeBC and other local, provincial and federal health
authorities

Policy Review
These Policies, guidelines and procedures will be reviewed and amended on an annual basis or as required
to ensure all health and safety measures are in place and up to date and in compliance as directed by the
Provincial Health Officer (“PHO”), the BC Centre for Disease Control (“BCCDC”) and WorkSafeBC.
The Policies and guidelines contained in this document are the entire versions and replaces any prior
documentation.
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Policy: Preventing COVID-19 in the Workplace
Intent
Tourism Vancouver is committed to the health and safety of all team members, volunteers, visitors,
members and others in contact with the organization. This policy was developed to support a safe and
healthy work environment and to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace, specifically the
corporate offices and Visitor Centre. The precautionary measures have been developed using advice and
information obtained from the Provincial Health Office (“PHO”), BC Centre for Disease Control(“BCCDC”),
Public Health Agency of Canada and WorkSafeBC. Any questions regarding this policy or related issues
should be directed to Human Resources, the Chief Financial Officer or the President & Chief Executive
Officer.
Guidelines
Our organization works to achieve a workplace that follows all precautionary measures identified by
applicable governmental bodies and public health authorities to reduce the spread of the COVID-19.
Team Member Responsibilities
All team members will ensure they understand and comply with the infection prevention policies and
practices outlined within this policy.
Hand Hygiene/Wearing Non-Medical Masks
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Wash hands frequently. Thoroughly wash hands with soap and water (or with an alcohol-based rub
if soap is not available). Wash hands for at least 20 seconds.
Avoid touching your face (specifically your eyes, nose, and mouth) as much as possible.
Cover your mouth when coughing, sneezing, and yawning by doing so into the bend of your arm,
not into your hand.
Avoid touching surfaces people touch often.
Instead of a handshake, give a friendly wave at a safe distance.
Use any necessary personal protective equipment (PPE) as directed. Wearing of non-medical
masks is not a requirement in the offices if you are able to be physically/socially distant.

Workspace Cleaning
Team members are to please use appropriate products provided by Tourism Vancouver to clean and
disinfect items like your desk, work surface, phones, keyboards, mouse and electronics at least twice daily
and more often if they are visibly soiled.
Physical/Social Distancing
▪
▪
▪
▪

Keep a distance of at least two metres between you and anyone else, including your colleagues,
volunteers, visitors, members, customers and others entering the offices.
Increase distance between desks, tables, and workstations.
Reduce or eliminate activities that require close physical proximity or contact with people, such as
team meetings/meetings with external partners, members, etc.
Limit any necessary personal proximity to others that is closer than two metres to the shortest time
possible.
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Updates to Management
▪
▪
▪

Provide updated emergency contact information to Human Resources.
Immediately notify HR/management if you rely on public transport to get to work and have no means
to safety get home if you start to feel ill while at work.
Immediately notify HR/management if you become aware of any unsafe conditions at work.

Personal Travel
▪

Inform HR/management when and where travelling for personal reasons so we know what
measures to take and know what dealing we need to deal with, if needed.

Covid-19 Symptoms and Self-Isolation
If you feel like you might have COVID-19 symptoms , do not come to work. For example: fever, cough, or
difficulty breathing, loss of sense of smell and sneezing), or even mild symptoms, you must stay home to
avoid spreading illness to others. Mild symptoms may be similar to a cold or flu.
Additional actions you should take include:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Immediately isolating yourself to prevent any possible spread of COVID-19;
Contacting your local public health authority (call 8-1-1) and following their advice; 811 will do any
required contract tracing
Notifying Tourism Vancouver by phone, email or text message; and
Remaining away from work until you have been advised to return by your public health authority,
normally after a minimum of 10 days from the onset of symptoms and until your symptoms are
completely resolved (it may be longer that the minimum 10 days).

You need to self-isolate if you:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Have symptoms, even if mild, associated with COVID-19
Have been diagnosed with COVID-19
Are waiting for laboratory test results after being tested for COVID-19; or
Have been advised to self-isolate by your regional public health authority.

Self-isolating means:
▪
▪

Staying home until the regional public health authority says you are no longer at risk of spreading
the virus; and
Avoiding contact with others.

If your symptoms worsen, immediately contact your healthcare provider or public health authority, and
follow their instructions.
Developing Symptoms at Work
If you develop even mild symptoms while at work:
▪
▪
▪

Separate yourself from others immediately
Put on a mask immediately
Immediately contact HR/your manager using telephone, e-mail, text and they will immediately
contact Cadillac Fairview and the office of the PHO
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▪
▪
▪

Immediately notify your HR/your manager where you worked that day
Disclose any interactions with colleagues, volunteers, members, customers, or others; and
Disclose any equipment you used, items you handled, or surfaces you touched.

If you drove yourself to work, immediately go home and start self-isolating. If you took public transport,
Human Resources or your manager will contact either your emergency contact or the local public health
authority or non-emergency services to ensure that you are safely returned home.
Do not return to work until your public health authority advises it is safe to do so. The quarantine period will
likely last a minimum of 10 days from the onset of symptoms and until your symptoms are completely
resolved (i.e. it may be longer that the minimum 10 days).
Tourism Vancouver Responsibilities
To ensure that Tourism Vancouver continues to provide a healthy and safe workplace, the following
measures have been implemented. In addition, Tourism Vancouver continues to stay updated on guidelines
and information provided by local, provincial, and federal health authorities and WorkSafeBC.
To use the risk-informed decision-making guidelines as provided by WorkSafeBC and others for workplaces
and businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic to help develop policies and procedures.
Provide Information/Policies:
▪
▪
▪

▪

Provide required education and training to educate team members and others regarding the risks
of exposure to COVID-19 in relation being at work.
Continue to communicate with team members, volunteers, visitors, members and others in contact
with the organization, including the measures we are taking to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Continue to evaluate the workplace for areas where people have frequent contact with each other
and shared spaces and objects to look at measures to reduce contact. For example, reception
area, workstations, kitchen, Grab & Go coffee station, boardrooms, equipment. More examples of
this under Occupancy Limits on page 8 of this document.
All non-essential in-person business meetings and travel are postponed until clearance received
from the provincial/local health authorities and the government of Canada

Engineering & Administrative Controls:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ensure adequate/required engineering and administrative controls are in place.
Post signs encouraging good respiratory hygiene, hand hygiene, and other healthy practices.
Where feasible, implement measures to reduce social contact, such as working from home
arrangements, flexible hours, staggering start times, encouraging the use of e-mail, and video
conferencing.
Evaluate and implement ways that team members can practice social distancing, such as
increasing distance between desks, workstations, and people in hallways and common areas.
Minimize interactions between team members, volunteers, visitors, members and others in contact
with the organization.
Contact tracing. Maintain a sign-in/sign-out list of guests to the office that includes date of visit to
the office, name of guest, contact information (phone and email) and who they are meeting with at
Tourism Vancouver for possible tracing) and written records in which team members confirm that
they are symptom-free when attending the office. Tourism Vancouver will retain these records. This
list will be managed through reception.
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▪

Maintain daily list of team members attending in the office (for possible tracing) and written records
in which confirm that they are symptom-free when attending the office. This list will be managed
through reception.

Enhanced Cleaning Protocols:
▪
▪

▪
▪

Ensure increased cleaning of high-contact areas and equipment. For example, reception area,
kitchen, Grab & Go coffee station, boardrooms, focus rooms, supply areas, others.
Implement and follow increased cleaning guidelines:
o Make hand sanitizer available at all entries, kitchens, and common areas
o Clean and disinfect all high-traffic areas and frequently touched areas (such as door
handles, refrigerator handles, microwaves, printers, photocopiers) i.e. twice daily.
o Provide cleaning wipes that are at least 70% alcohol to ensure proper disinfection or use
other approved disinfectant sprays and solutions in common areas and workspaces for s
to clean workspaces.
Open windows and doors whenever possible to ensure the space is well-ventilated.
Tourism Vancouver will ensure that additional cleaning services are provided by the contracted
cleaning company

Personal Protective Equipment:
The following PPE is available and provided based on the following situations:
▪

▪

Gloves for team members who are in direct contact with an ill person or a contaminated object or
environment. Hands must be washed before putting on gloves and immediately after removing
gloves. While wearing gloves, team members must refrain from touching their face. Gloves should
be frequently removed and disposed to limit contact transfer.
Availability of gloves, non-medical masks, hand sanitizer, plexi-glass partitions as required

Occupancy Limits
Continue to evaluate the workplace for areas where people have frequent contact with each other and
shared spaces and objects to look at measures to reduce contact. For example, reception area,
workstations, kitchen, Grab & Go coffee station, boardrooms, equipment. Other specific measures include:
o
o
▪
▪

No more than one person, in addition to the receptionist, at the reception desk at a time.
The office doors will remain closed so team members can greet visitors and ensure safe
physical distancing
Occupancy limits will be posted in common areas (lunchroom, focus rooms, boardrooms)

Post signs (for example indicating occupancy limits in the office as well as boardrooms and kitchen)
asking all team members, volunteers, visitors, members and others in contact with the organization
to respect and strictly adhere to the guidelines.
Guests/Visitors to the office will be given “permission” to enter the premises. Tourism Vancouver
will send a standard email to schedule visitors before they arrive and set expectations for safely in
the office (wearing masks and ensuring that they are symptom free)

Work-Related Travel
▪

All work-related travel is postponed until further notice.
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Self-Monitoring
You need to self-monitor if you have no symptoms but may have been exposed to COVID-19 in the last 14
days, are in close contact with elderly people or medically vulnerable people, or have been instructed to
self-monitor by your public health authority.
Self-monitoring means to:
▪
▪

Monitor yourself for 14 days for symptoms of respiratory illness, such as cough, fever, and difficulty
breathing; and
Avoid crowded places and increase your personal space from others whenever possible

If you develop symptoms, self-isolate immediately and contact your public health authority as soon as
possible. If required, self isolation is for a minimum of 10 days from the onset of symptoms and until
symptoms are completely resolved.
Assessment Resources
If you are having difficulty breathing or experiencing other severe symptoms, call 911 immediately. Advise
them of your symptoms and travel history.
If you are concerned about COVID-19 exposure, you can use an online self-assessment tool to determine
whether you are likely infected. Please visit the appropriate provincial government websites for selfassessments including. https://bc.thrive.health/
Policy Review
This policy will be reviewed and amended on an annual basis or as required to ensure all health and safety
measures are in place and up to date and in compliance as directed by the PHO, BCCDC and WorkSafeBC.
Safety measures will also be in place for Tourism Vancouver’s Visitor Centre and Warehouse.
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Office Etiquette Guidelines
Intent
Part of Tourism Vancouver’s COVID-19 Safety Plan and keeping health and safety first as one of our
guiding principles, includes identifying protocols that everyone must follow to keep us and visitors to the
office healthy and safe. The following specific protocols developed by WorkSafeBC, are guidelines for
everyone to follow and will be reviewed as required regarding using the lunchroom, coffee Grab & Go and
other common areas.
Occupancy Limits
Continue to evaluate the workplace for areas where people have frequent contact with each other and
shared spaces and objects to look at measures to reduce contact. For example, reception area,
workstations, kitchen, Grab & Go coffee station, boardrooms, equipment. Other specific measure include:

▪

o

No more than one person, in addition to the receptionist, at the reception desk at a time

o

No more than one person at a time in the Grab & Go coffee area and must be a minimum
of 2 metres apart

o

No more than twelve people in the lunchroom at a time and must be a minimum of 2 metres
apart

o

Post signs (for example indicating occupancy limits in the office as well as boardrooms and
kitchen) asking all team members, volunteers, visitors, members and others in contact with
the organization to respect and strictly adhere to the guidelines.

Guests to the office: will be given “permission” to enter the premises. Tourism Vancouver will
send a standard email to schedule visitors before they arrive and set expectations for safely in the
office (wearing masks and ensuring that they are symptom free). Please see page 42 of this
document for the email (“Office Visitor Screening form”). The preference is to conduct virtual
meetings rather than in-person.

Lunchroom/Grab & Go
▪

Refrigerators:
o Please only use the refrigerators to place items stored in individual lunch/thermal bags
o Please do not leave any food overnight in the refrigerators
o Please wipe the door handles before and after each use

▪

Dishwashers:
o Please do not use the dishwashers at this time and until further notice

▪

Microwaves:
o Please clean the microwave(s) before and after every use

▪

Plates, Cutlery, Utensils:
o Please use your own plates, cups, mugs, utensils and clean them yourself – no dirty dishes
are to be left in the sink or countertops
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▪

Coffee/Tea Services:
o There will not be any coffee/tea service available at this time
o Please do not offer tea, coffee, water to guests in the office

▪

Food Consumption:
o Eating is restricted to a clearly identified and dedicated areas (kitchen) with handwashing
stations, cleaning and disinfectant supplies, and adequate space to maintain the physical
distancing requirements.
o Please only eat in the lunchroom (with physical/social distancing) or outside (no food in the
Focus rooms or boardrooms please).
o No eating at individual workstations, offices, boardrooms
o There is not to be any communal food or beverages provided or consumed

▪

The Grab & Go coffee area is not available for use at this time

Common High Touch Areas
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Please ensure that all communal doors remain open throughout the workday to reduce contact with
door handles and increase ventilation (with the exception of the main office doors that will remain
locked).
Practice physical distancing at all times in hallways and all common areas
Use your own equipment & supplies such as pens, staplers, headsets, and computers. Nonessential supplies will be removed from communal work areas.
Minimize the number of people using previously shared office equipment or other items
(photocopiers, printers). Shared equipment must be cleaned and disinfected before and after each
use.
Signs will be posted to remind everyone of the procedures for using and cleaning equipment
Practice safe hygiene at all times including regular handwashing or sanitizing hands, safe social
distancing, not coming to work if sick.

Boardrooms/Focus Rooms
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Please physical social distancing at all times (minimum 2 metres apart)
Please wipe boardroom tables before and after each use
Please wipe chairs and chair arm rests before and after each use
Non-essential supplies will be removed from boardrooms
Please wipe keyboards and any other common equipment/supplies before and after each use
Use of Focus rooms is restricted to one person only in the room/4 in the larger room
Remove excess Boardroom chairs from larger Boardroom – mark space on the floors for chair
location 2 metres apart
The preference is to not schedule in-person meetings with external guests, rather hold
meetings by Zoom/teleconference, video conference, or email instead. If meetings must be
in the office, ensure all health and safety protocols described in this safety plan are strictly
adhered to.

Hallways
▪

Provide floor directional signage/arrows for one-way clockwise traffic
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Workstations
Tourism Vancouver will:
▪ Arrange workstations at least 2 metres apart and away from communal pathways.
▪ Minimize sharing office space or workstations. If you must share office space, please ensure that
frequently-touched surfaces are cleaned/sanitized throughout the day such as the computer
keyboard and mouse, desk surface, and telephone.
▪ Make communal pathways one directional to reduce personal interactions, post signage.
▪ If necessary, Tourism Vancouver will install effective barriers (e.g., plexiglass shields) between
workstations.
▪ Reinforce not scheduling in-person meetings with external guests, rather hold meetings by
Zoom/teleconference, video conference, or email instead. If meetings must be in the office,
ensure all health and safety protocols described in this safety plan are strictly adhered to.
Deliveries
Tourism Vancouver will:
▪
▪
▪

Ensure that delivery zones/dedicated desk/table are clearly identified and limited to receivers and
deliverers only.
Arrange for suppliers and/or delivery persons to drop off goods at office entrance
Request contactless delivery to maintain physical distancing requirement (e.g., delivery person
leaves packages in a pre-arranged location). This option may be limited if signing or proof of receipt
is required.

No personal deliveries to the offices at this time.
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Policy: Illness & COVID-19
In the event of absence from work for medical reasons due to illness or personal injury, team members may
use paid illness absence hours (PI). Supporting medical documentation may be required for any medical
absence of three (3) consecutive working days or more.
Team members may use all available paid absence hours for medical treatment. If, however, the absence
exceeds the annual amount, the team member has the option of using available vacation time or requesting
an unpaid medical leave. Team members requesting an unpaid leave may be eligible for Sickness Benefits
through applicable federal and provincial programs.

COVID-19
If you have any symptoms of COVID-19 or think you might have such a symptom, do not come to work.
It is critical that if you have even one symptom of COVID-19 (for example: fever, cough, sneezing, difficulty
breathing, loss of sense of smell), or even mild symptoms, you must stay home to avoid spreading illness
to others. Mild symptoms may be similar to a cold or flu. Please contact your doctor and/or public health
authority (8-1-1) immediately for medical advice.
If you have mild symptoms and feel that you are able to work, you may work from home in compliance with
Tourism Vancouver’s Working from Home policy contained in this document.
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WorkSafeBC Checklist
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Cadillac Fairview Return to Work
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COVID-19 Office Visitor Screening
Health and safety is the number one priority at Tourism Vancouver for team members and guests to the offices. COVID19 health & safety protocols strive to ensure the health, safety and well-being of everyone present in our office. Please
complete this self-screening form and submit it to the Tourism Vancouver team member with whom you are meeting
prior to your planned attendance at our office.

Name:

Click or tap here to enter text.

Company: Click or tap here to enter text.
Phone number:

Click or tap here to enter text. Email: Click or tap here to enter text.

Name of host: Select Host Name
Date form completed: August 31, 2020
Date of attendance/meeting: September 22, 2020
We will only use the above information if we need to contact you with health related information
in connection with your visit

Select Ye

_____ Have you been in close or casual contact with a confirmed or presumptive case of COVID19?
_____ Are you ill (cough, sore throat, headache, muscle aches, fatigue, runny nose, and joint aches,
and may also include nausea, diarrhea and stomach pains)?
_____ Do you have a fever?
_____ Do you have difficulty breathing - respiratory issues?
_____ Have you been around anyone who has had ALL of the above symptoms?
_____ Have you or anyone in your immediate household travelled outside of Canada in the last 14
days?
____

Have you or anyone in your immediate household been around/visited individuals who have
travelled outside of Canada in the last 14 days?

If you have answered Yes to any of the above, please contact Tourism Vancouver to reschedule.
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COVID-19 Office Team Member Screening
Health and safety is the number one priority at Tourism Vancouver for team members working in the offices or in the
Visitor Centre. COVID-19 health & safety protocols strive to ensure the health, safety and well-being of everyone present
in our work environment. Please complete this self-screening form, each time, prior to entering the office and submit it
to Human Resources prior to your planned attendance at our office.

Name:

Click or tap here to enter text.

Phone number:

Click or tap here to enter text. Email: Click or tap here to enter text.

Date of office attendance: September 22, 2020
We will only use the above information if we need to contact you with health related information
in connection with your attendance in the office.

Select Ye

_____ Have you been in close or casual contact with a confirmed or presumptive case of
COVID-19?
_____ Are you ill (cough, sore throat, headache, muscle aches, fatigue, runny nose, and joint
aches, and may also include nausea, diarrhea and stomach pains)?
_____ Do you have a fever?
_____ Do you have difficulty breathing - respiratory issues?
_____ Have you been around anyone who has had ALL of the above symptoms?
_____ Have you or anyone in your immediate household travelled outside of Canada in the
last 14 days?
____

Have you or anyone in your immediate household been around/visited individuals
who have travelled outside of Canada in the last 14 days?

_____ Do you have any symptoms of COVID-19?
If you answered Yes to any of the above, please do not enter the offices.
Thank you for helping us to keep our team safe by answering these questions.
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Tourism Vancouver Team Member Acknowledgement

I, (please print Your Name)_____________________________________ acknowledge that I have
received a copy of the COVID-19 Safety Plan outlining the new health and safety protocols to follow in the
Vancouver offices. I have also participated in the associated training.
I acknowledge and agree that it is my responsibility to fully read, understand and comply with the protocols
and procedures set forth in this playbook. I understand that I will not be permitted into the offices until I have
1) completed, signed, and returned this form to Human Resources, and 2) have participated in the
associated training on returning to the offices.
I further understand that if I have any questions, comments, or concerns related to this playbook or what is
expected of me, I am encouraged to discuss this with my manager or Human Resources.

Date:

Click or tap here to enter text.

Team Member Signature:

_________________________

Team Member Name (please print):

Click or tap here to enter text.

cc: Tourism Vancouver Human Resources files
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Thank you!
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